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May 15, 2008 
 
To OASIS registered Suppliers and Certification Bodies: 
 
Subject: Suppliers managing their own data in OASIS 
 
Recently the IAQG made the decision to transfer the task for entry and maintenance of supplier address and contact 
information from the Certification Bodies (CB’s) to the suppliers, including the supplier administrator data.   
 
Note:  The CB’s will still enter the assessment and certification data, but additions of new suppliers and changes to 
existing supplier address records will only be done by supplier administrators.  
 
The advantage of this transfer is that the responsibility for correct supplier information is with the ‘owner’ of this data, the 
suppliers. This will limit duplicate supplier entries and will simplify the application and registration process for supplier 
administrators. These administrators are needed to grant access to assessment details, when requested by their 
customers and will receive copies of the feedback requests sent by their customers to the CB’s. 
 
CB ‘s remain responsible to verify if the supplier name and address data are in line with the data on the published 
certificate. CB’s will automatically be informed when a supplier changes details in the name or address of their record.  
Suppliers will not be able to affect the information on the certificate or assessment entries.  
 
 
The new process  
 
The CB should start the certificate/assessment data entry process before the assessment is started (at the point where it 
is scheduled). During this process the CB identifies if a supplier does not exist, and would then be able to use OASIS to 
send a request to the supplier to create a new site.  This is normally only needed for initial certifications. 
 
An example of this is in “Figure 1 - New Supplier Request”.  If the supplier is not in the search results, the CB can select to 
“issue a ticket to create a new supplier . 
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Figure 1 - New Supplier Request 
 
 
 
The only required field is the e-mail. The CB should enter the email of the person the CB feels should be one of the 
supplier administrator for that supplier.  The additional information is only there to make the e-mail more personal and to 
enable the CB to make a note about the supplier requested (so they can see what suppliers they are waiting for).  The e-
mail will enable the supplier recipient to create one supplier site and automatically become the administrator.  
 
The CB will need to create a new “ticket” for each supplier that does not exist in OASIS.  The reason is that there is value 
in having the CB search for the supplier to make sure they don’t exist, before they can request to add a new supplier.  
Currently 96% of the certificates in OASIS have 3 or less suppliers (85 % have 1) so the impact of sending a new email 
each time the supplier does not existing should be minimal. Also, in the current process, if a CB finds out that the supplier 
does not exist they will need to exit the assessment entry screen to add the supplier in the Supplier-Add application.  Here 
the CB can send the e-mail from the results of the supplier search screen.  
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Once the CB returns to the main Certificate/Assessment data entry screen, they will see a screen which shows they have 
issued a ticket for a new supplier (see “Figure 2 -  Cert/Asmt Entry Screen, Supplier Pending”) to create a new supplier 
site.   
 

 
Figure 2 -  Cert/Asmt Entry Screen, Supplier Pending 
 
 
When the input is complete, the CB can save the record and return to the initial “Certificate/Assessment - Add” screen, 
where they can see the certifications for which they are waiting for a supplier record.   
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Figure 3 -  Certificate/Assessment Add Screen 
 
 
 
For each new supplier record that needs created, a new link/email will be sent.  Each link will be unique and will have a 
unique tracking number that links the CB, requestor, SAE cert tracking number, and the recipient’s email.  When the 
recipient of the email clicks on the link, they will be taken to the “Supplier Add” application. When the supplier is created, 
the logged in person will be the administrator.  At this point there is no certification data associated with the supplier since 
they are a new supplier.   
 
When the supplier consumes a ticket and creates a new supplier record, the CB will get an email.  The mail will include 
the contact information of the person who was logged in at the point when the supplier was created. This will give the CB 
an opportunity to confirm the correct administrator was assigned. 
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When the CB returns to the initial Certificate/Assessment Add screen, they will be able to see if all the suppliers have 
registered (consumed all the tickets issued). After the assessment is complete the CB can simply open the entry, update 
the assessment specific information, and publish the new cert information.  
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Implementation 
 
On July 1st 2008 the new functionality will become available. From that date CB’s can send a ‘ticket’ to the candidate 
supplier administrator for new suppliers and suppliers can Add and maintain their data.  
 
During the transition period from July 1st till September 1st the CB’s can still Add/Edit existing Supplier data, but it is 
recommended that they use the new process.  
 
After September 1st CB’s will not be able to publish certificates (both modifications and re-certifications) without 
a supplier administrator in OASIS. 
 
 
In this transition period additional actions will be implemented to create Supplier administrators for those suppliers without: 

- all the issuing CB will receive a list of suppliers who do not have an administrator. 
- the CB’s should inform those suppliers accordingly 
- parallel to the existing process for creating a supplier administrator in OASIS a simplified method can be used: 

suppliers can use the OASIS feedback process in OASIS (see Help/Guidance) and when the CB gets the 
feedback, they can forward it to IAQGSupport (IAQGADMIN@SAE.ORG) as the formal request  

 
 
In case of further questions, don’t hesitate to contact us. 
 
 
E-mail: IAQGADMIN@SAE.ORG 
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